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How did a mob of angry Trump supporters come so close to harming members of Congress on January 6, 2021? Capitol police and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), two government agencies adept at
suppressing dissent, have been conspicuously lenient compared to their interventions in leftist movements. Feigning ignorance to what the US really represents, politicians and mainstream media outlets still fail to connect
QAnon with white supremacy and convey the ubiquity of racist hate groups, whose ideology is prevalent even in the federal government. Their slogans and symbols are out in the open, and we need to get better at
detecting them.From Proud Boys and neo-Nazis to anti-government militias, a broad fascist coalition has consolidated around Trumpâ€™s claims of election fraud and deep-seated white fragility. Fascism has no clear-cut
definition, but it does have concrete symptoms: simultaneous claims of victory and victimhood, diligent beliefs in nativism, and what Umberto Eco called the â€œcult of tradition.â€• This last component covers the far-right
ideological spectrum, which is why Confederate and â€œDonâ€™t Tread on Meâ€• Gadsden flags appear alongside Ku Klux Klan (KKK) signs and posters of 4chan memes. Five years of neoliberal class reductionism
created an illusion about Trump supporters: that they live in â€œflyoverâ€• states, work in increasingly obsolete industries, and struggle financially. While this rhetoric swayed swing voters in 2016, reports from Capitol Hill
showed many insurrectionists were affluent business owners and off-duty police officers associated with these hate groups.&nbsp;Multiple Gadsen flags can be seen in the crowd of the pro-Trump mob at the Capitol on
January 6. (photo by TapTheForwardAssist, via Wikimedia Commons)Left-wing organizations have documented far-right dog whistles for years â€” perhaps most comprehensively by the Southern Poverty Law Center and
Anti-Defamation Leagueâ€™s Hate on Display database. The Proud Boys are known for using anti-Semitic acronyms like 6MWE (Six Million Wasnâ€™t Enough), a reference to the Holocaust, and one
insurrectionistâ€™s Camp Auschwitz shirt led to bizarre Twitter speculations that he was a potential Holocaust survivor.&nbsp;Cops and troops are frequently investigated for associations with hate symbols, tattoos of
Nazi regalia, and the use of â€œWhite Powerâ€• hand gestures. The militaryâ€™s ties to the KKK date back to the Confederate army, while the Blue Lives Matter movement has renewed discussions around the
policeâ€™s origins as slave patrols. This might explain why the issue is frequently swept under the rug or dismissed as innocent misunderstanding. Meanwhile, Odinist symbols like Thorâ€™s Hammer, the Life Rune, and
the Valknot â€” all of which are tattooed on Arizona â€œQAnon Shamanâ€• Jake Angeli â€” appear with prominent neo-Confederate, Nazi, and nationalist symbols.Thread: A Crash Course in Far-Right Symbols(Updated
Version) pic.twitter.com/GnP6Paa6Xz&mdash; American Iron Front (@IronFrontUSA) May 13, 2019Since the 1960s, American white supremacists have promoted racial purity and overlooked white cultural dominance by
co-opting a perceived indigenous identity through an amalgamation of pre-Christian polytheistic religions like heathenry and paganism. Followers of Ã•satrÃº, the neo-pagan religious movement associated with Odinism,
lay claim to white indigeneity based on the â€œVinland,â€• a segment of North America explored by Vikings before Christopher Columbus. This paradoxical belief instills a dual sense of victory and victimhood, with
hypermasculine Nordics arriving first without receiving any credit. Odinists create faulty comparisons with Indigenous tribes to restrict their religious practices to only those of Northern European descent and, as researcher
Shannon Weber writes, to â€œtap into the idea of Indigenous belonging while conveniently glossing over their status as settlers on stolen land.â€•Heathenry isnâ€™t inherently fascistic, but links between neo-paganism
and white terror are evident. In 2019, Holden Matthews burned down three Black churches in Louisiana, claiming his goal was to raise his black metal profile. The attack drew comparisons to Ã•satrÃº follower Varg
(Im sorry Mr.Kawara)
Vikernes, who burned Christian churches for allegedly desecrating Viking graves. Fringe groups like Ã•satrÃº Folk Assembly (which uses a Triskele in its insignia) recently took root in the South and Midwest, and National
Guard members were discharged for ties to the assemblyâ€™s Ravensblood Kindred subsect. That an invented tradition can influence Third Reich leaders, as well as insurrectionists in fur pelts and horned helmets,
speaks to its ideological entrenchment in the highest rungs of power.itâ€™s important in this time to recognize n4zi and wh1te supremacist symbols and dog whistles to keep yourself safe, so hereâ€™s a thread of
them&mdash; sage â‹†â‘…Ëšâ‚Š (@KUSU0S4IKI) January 7, 2021Conservative media espouses Trumpian rhetoric and feeds a mythology perpetuated by internet trolls, all while Republican politicians signal to their
base in coded language. In the House of Representatives, Colorado Rep. Lauren Boebert has voiced support for QAnon and promoted carrying a gun at work, claiming her constituents were outside the Capitol building
during the electoral vote count. Labor journalist Kim Kelly noticed eerie subtext in a tweet by another â€œQAnon Congresswoman,â€• Georgia Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene, that bears striking similarity to the â€œ14
Wordsâ€• slogan (We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white children vs. Greeneâ€™s â€œIâ€™m here to fight for my childrenâ€™s future and the next generationâ€™s American Dreamâ€•). A
commenter noted that the second sentence contained eight words, reflecting the 14/88 variant that repeats the eighth letter of the alphabet (HH, or â€œHeil Hitlerâ€•).this lady is so far beyond dogwhistles. this is a
bullhorn. the first line is literally 14 words https://t.co/7J9tydbICS&mdash; Kim Kelly (@GrimKim) January 3, 2021Perceived threats to white identity coincide with expansion of GOP state power, but this long-unified
organizing structure is fragmenting into fringe power grabs. This explains the uptick in white supremacist violence and growing divide among Republican Party members. People are finally realizing what antifascists have
513ece4500bf4e1d6d6fd1af02c0497bbbb9e51a5e052213c8ddafe130c45dbe
warned for years: that these symbols are rooted in American culture, an extension of the terror wrought by settler-colonialism. This is why comparing MAGA chuds to ISIS jihadists feels wrong, because it obscures the role
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of white America in West Asia and feeds into the fallacy that white Americans face similar kinds of discrimination. Are Trump staffers taking artwork from the White House illegally on their way out? A stuffed bird, a framed
photograph of the outbound US head of state meeting with the Chinese president, and a bust of Abraham Lincoln wereDHAdmann
some of the items- seen
carried out of the White House on Thursday, January 15, a day after the
ODBK
House of Representatives impeached Donald Trump for the second time. Images of Trump aids carrying artworks out of the White House, some loading them unto their cars, raised questions about whether or not these
artworks belong to the public. White House economic adviser&nbsp;Peter Navarro, a close Trump ally and one of the main propagators of the president&#8217;s conspiracy theories&nbsp;about widespread voter fraud,
was photographed taking away the picture of Trump&#8217;s meeting with Chinese President&nbsp;Xi Jinping. Navarro, who appears in the far-right corner of the framed photograph, holds extreme stances against
China. He is the author of books like Crouching Tiger: What China&#8217;s Militarism Means for the World (2016) and Death by China: Confronting the Dragon &#8211; A Global Call to Action (2011), in which he calls to
aggressively confront China&#8217;s rising economic and military powers. &nbsp;
Itâ€™s like an estate sale over here. https://t.co/MbBD6O5u0n&mdash; Jim Acosta (@Acosta) January 14, 2021This is illegal. These
photos belong to the American people, and go to the National Archives.(I know this as when I left the WH in 2012, I wanted to take with me the photo I had of @BarackObama and the 2008 World Champion @Phillies)
https://t.co/ab6LFCtGXQ&mdash; Kenneth Baer (@KennethBaer) January 14, 2021Debbie Meadows, the wife of Trump&#8217;s chief of staff Mark Meadows, was seen carrying a stuffed bird from her husbandâ€™s
office to her vehicle. CNN&#8217;s White House correspondent Kaitlan Collins posted the photos on Twitter,Â commenting: The taxidermy has left the building. The taxidermy has left the building.
pic.twitter.com/BHiWD89hU0&mdash; Kaitlan Collins (@kaitlancollins) January 14, 2021More stuff (appears to be Abe Lincoln bust) leaving the West Wing this afternoon. pic.twitter.com/4fjkVPmiMS&mdash; Jim Acosta
(@Acosta) January 14, 2021In another photo, taken by photojournalist Khalil Abdallah and shared by CNNâ€™s chief White House correspondent Jim Acosta, a bust of Abraham Lincoln is seen hauled out of the West
Wing. Hyperallergic has reached out to the White House Historical Association, which oversees the art collection in the building, to inquire about the whereabouts of the bust and the other items but has not yet received a
comment. However, the association&#8217;s president, Stewart D. McLauren, released a statement on Twitter indicating that some of the items are being returned to other collections after they were loaned to White
House staff and offices. Be reminded that staff have had items of their own that they brought to the White House and can take those items home as they wish, McLauren added about other objects. He expressed
confidence that the White House chief usher and curator are carrying out their responsibility. The Butler Institute of American ArtÂ in Youngstown, Ohio, received a gift of 98 works of kinetic art from the collection of the
David Bermant Foundation in Santa Barbara, California. The substantial donation, which had been in the works for several years, includes pieces by Marcel Duchamp, Nam June Paik, Pol Bury, and Jenny Holzer, and is
valued at about $3.4 million.Broadly speaking, kinetic art is defined as art that incorporates motion, whether actually or virtually. The Realistic Manifesto, an important Constructivist text written by Naum Gabo and Antoine
Pevsner in 1920, tied kinetics to visual art, but the genre didn&#8217;t enter the popular consciousness until 1955 when the Galerie Denise RenÃ© in Paris held the group exhibition&nbsp;Le Mouvement. The show
featured optical and kinetic work by an international cohort including Jean Tinguely, Alexander Calder, and JesÃºs Rafael Soto.David Bermant, a bicoastal shopping mall developer and art collector who passed away in
2000, began building his collection of kinetic art in 1965, acquiring work that explored movement through the use of video, electronics, robotics, holography, magnetism, light, and more. In 1986, he established
the&nbsp;David Bermant Foundation: Color, Light, and Motion&nbsp;to encourage and advocate experimental visual art which draws its form, content and working materials from late twentieth-century technology.Among
the notable works in the donation is&nbsp;one of Marcel Duchamp&#8217;s&nbsp;Rotorelief&nbsp;works (1935â€“1953), a set of six double-sided discs illustrated with lithographs that produce playful optical effects when
rotated on a turntable. In 1977, Bermant began hunting for a relatively affordable work by Duchamp, whom some believe kicked off kinetic art with his 1913 readymade bicycle wheel. The collector purchased a set of the
colorful discs and motorized machine from&nbsp;Art in America&nbsp;publisher Paul Shanley in 1979.&nbsp;The discs can be seen in motion on the foundation&#8217;s website.Another highlight is Nam June
Paik&#8217;s Virtually Wise, a multimedia sculpture made for&nbsp;The Howard Wise Gallery: TV as a Creative Medium, 1969&nbsp;exhibition held at the Whitney Museum in New York in 1994.&nbsp;This piece is an
intersecting of my slight career in the art world and Howard Wise&#8217;s major career in the art world, Bermant is quoted as saying in&nbsp;a catalogue published by the foundation in 2012. In the work, a robot sits at a
desk littered with the personal effects of multimedia and kinetic art champion Howard Wise, including Polaroid prints, a wallet, and an unsigned cheque made out to Paik â€” by Paik â€” for a cheeky $1,000,034. Wise,
who founded media art nonprofit Electronic Arts Intermix in 1971, was Bermant&#8217;s longtime friend and art dealer.Bermant was also good friends with Butler Institute Director Dr. Lou Zona. The collector had gifted
works to the Butler Institute in the past, and the museum&#8217;s Beecher Center, a dedicated wing for new media and electronic art, already has a gallery named in his honor. The newest acquisitions will be installed in
the Beecher
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